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The first year of a tv/o-year research fellowship on the
mtillzation of Clay Products in Farm Buildings", sponsored
by the Clay Products Institute, Des !:oines, loy^a resulted in
the developuent of a new t^'pe reinforced hollov/ tile floor.
This thesis is a reoort on the continued study and v;ork
on the new type floor for the investigation of its proi^erties
of strength and elasticity. The purpose is not only to cor
relate these test results but also to develop and expand design
date and to show the behavior of the floor under various load





The first knovm use of reinforced brick masonry was intro
duced by Sir Marc Isaiubrac Brunei (13) at Hine Elms, England
in 1836. He constructed a brick beam 21 feet 4 inches long
and reinforced it with iron hoops. For two years this beam
supported approximately £4,000 pounds. In 1838 the beam was
tested to destruction, failing at 68,328 pounds due to elonga
tion of the steel.
So remarkable was this test that India saw the possibil
ities of reinforced brick masonry as a substitute for its
expensive building materials. Extensive research was carried
on by the government, and todaj'" India uses reinforced brick
masonry more than any other country.
After spending several years in India, Mason Vaugh (12)
applied some of his experiences to tests on reinforced brick
masonry at the University of Missouri in 1928.
In 1932 John W. Whittemore and Paul S. Dear (13) of
Virginia Polytechnic Institute investigated the performance
characteristics of reinforced brick masonry slabs. They con
cluded that such slabs perform in a manner similar to rein
forced concrete slabs and are, therefore, theoretically and
experimentally practicable.
-10-
Tlie CoKmon Brick Manufacturers Association of America has
carried on extensive research on reinforced brick masonry in
this country with the aid of such prominent engineers as Prof,
R. H. Daiiforth of the Case School of Applied Science, Hugo
Filippi (3) of Chicago, Judson Vodges (7) of Philadelphia, and
Major L, B. Lent of Cleveland.
Another clay product assumed importance in 1930. Then
D. E. Parsons and A. H. Stang (11) of the United States Bureau
of Standards made tests on composite beams and slabs of hollow
tile and concrete,
Bridgman Developed New Type of S'loor
In 1934, C. T. Bridgman (2), working under the direction
of Prof. Henry Giese of Iowa State College, developed a new
type of floor construction using a special shaped hollow tile
for beams as shown in figure 1. His development resulted in
a permanent, fireproof, termite-proof, low-cost floor illus











































































































































































































































































































































Description of Test Sections
The reinforced hollow tile floor as tested in this re
search was not a new product; on the contrary, it v/as merely
an old product in a new utilization of three building materials
(steel, concrete and hollow tile) in a combination to act as a
single unit as shown in figure 2. The concrete took the com
pression, steel the tension, and the hollow tile the shear.
The strength of this floor and the behavior of the steel and
concrete were varied by changing any one or a combination of
the following variables;
1. Span of beams
S. Length of filler tile
3, Depth of filler tile
4, Size of steel reinforcing rods
5, Thickness of concrete topping
In the testing sections variables ranged from the probable
minimum to the probable maximum. Span varied from 8 to 24 feet
at 4-foot Intervals; filler tile length varied from 12 to 24
inches, which seems to be the maximum length satisfactorily
majiufactured. The 24-lnch tile varied from 3 to 8 Inches in
depth. The steel varied from ^ to 1 inch round rods, vrfaile
-14-
the concrete topping thickness varied In J-inch intervals
from i to 2 inches.
The complete list of sections tested is given in table I.
Group A, consisting of sections 1, 2 and 3, tested before the
schedule was adopted, has no bearing upon the comparative
analysis. For this reason, further discussion on this group
will be omitted from this manuscript, and only groups B, C, D,
E, F and G will be considered. In each group only one of the
five variables changed and all other conditions were made
identical as far as workmanship allowed. Figure 3 shows the
cross section of floor sections tested.
Group G or section 23 was tested for elasticity. It was
supposedly a typical residential floor designed for 40 pounds
per square foot. Its span of 16 feet was perhaps greater than
the width of an ordinary room, but the longer span would re




LIST OF TEST SECTIONS
Floor Floor
Beam Group Span Tile Tile Steel Concrete
Ho. No, Lenftth. Thickness Rods Topping
1 A 10' 12" 4" S-l/2"0 1 1/2"
Z 12*
n It 2-5/8"0 ft
3 14' tt
n It





7 20' tt tf
It tt
0 24'
ft tt tt tl
9 C 16' 12" 4" 2-5/8"?( 1 1/2"
10 « 16"
tt M tt
11 N 20" tt
tl It
(6) tl 24" It II ji
12 D 16* 24" 3" 2-5/8"0 1 1/2"
(6) tl tt 4" It n
13 tt ♦I 5"
II It
14 tl tl 6"
n n
15 It tl 8" tt
tt
16 E 16' 24" 4" 2-l/2"0 1 1/2"
(6) n II « z-5/e"0 It
17 It It tl 2-3/4"0 tl
18 It It tl 2-7/8"0 tt
19 It ri tt 2-l"0 tl
20 16* 24" 4" 2-5/8"0 1/2"
El tl tt tt
It 1"-
(6) n tt It tt 1 1/2"
22 tt tl
n H 2"
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Tile - The hollow tile were obtained from the Mason City
Brick and Tile Co. All were de-aired except the
4. X 6 z 12 inch tile in section 9.
Steel - The steel consisted of deformed rods of the inter
mediate grade.
Cement - Ordinary Dewey*s Portland
Mortar - Ordinary mason's mixture, mixed by hand, consist
ing of:
1 part Portland cenent
3 parts sand
1/3 part clay mortar mix
Concrete - The 4,000 pound concrete recommended for floor
construction was mixed in a one-sack batch mixer,
using 6 gallons of water per bag of cement and




1 1/2 parts pea sized gravel
Making Beams
fiach beam tile was dipped in water and the ends buttered
-18-
as shown in figure 4. These tile were laid end to end until
the desired length of beam was obtained. Often a few taps with
the hammer, as shovm in figure 5, were necessary to produce a
Joint of 1/4 inch or less. As a guide for laying the beam tile
a chalk line on the concrete floor was followed.
The continuous longitudinal channels of the beams were
filled approximately half full with concrete before the deformed
steel rods were dropped into place. This rod was tapped down
to within 1/4 to 1/2 of an inch from the bottom of the channel.
More concrete was slushed into the channel, worked down with
the trowel to insure a good bond and leveled off to finish the
beams as shown in figure 6,
• The finished beams were undisturbed for 7 days during
which period they were covered with wet burlap and sprinkled
twice daily. At the end of the curing period the beams were
carried into place to receive the filler tile. For a conven
ient handle to carry, a piece of wood 2x4 inches in size and
approximately 2 feet long was planed down slightly and shoved
into the end tile. Figure 7 shows carrying one of the beams.
As most of the beams were 16 feet in length and freely
supported at the ends, it was considered advisable to have
them shored near the center of the span. The deflection pro
duced by the floor load would not have altered the strength,
but in an actual construction the sag might be sufficient to
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Figure 6. Finished Beams
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It was thought advisable to have each section consist of
two or more beams, but this was considered almost impossible
in such extensive testing as was attempted with the equipment
available. Each section, then, was considered a typical floor
section consisting of one beam and equal in width to its
corresponding filler tile length plus 4 inches. That is, each
section width was taken from center to center of adjacent
filler tile as shown in figure 3. In construction this was
obtained by placing half span tile on each side of the beam.
Before laying the half span tile, the beams were sprinkled
and the tile dipped in water to prevent the porous material
from absorbing v/ater in the mortar. Figure 8 shows a buttered
span tile ready to be laid on the flange of beam bedded with
mortar. The outer end of the half span tile was not resting on
an adjacent beam but temporarily rested on a 4 x 4 inch
tiraber properly elevated to make the span tile level as shown
in figure 9.
Pouring Concrete Topping
The space above the beam was then filled with six gallon
per bag mix concrete to a point level with the top of the






































while approximately 2 1/2 inches of concrete ran Into the 4-
inch tile. This was perhaps sufficient to ensure a good lock
and anchorage and yet not excessive in use of concrete. To
prevent a large amount of concrete from running into the 5-, 6-
and 8-inch tile, a stiffer mix was used by the addition of more
sand and gravel. Almost iiamediately after this space was
filled, the concrete topping was poured over the entire section
and leveled. The thickness was controlled by placing boards
at proper heights on the sides of the sections as shown in
figure 10. Concrete test samples were taken from approximately
every third batch mixed. The sample cylinders, 4 1/2 inches
in diameter and nine inches high were made according to
A. S. T. M. standards (1).
Curing; the Sections
The sections were covered with wet burlap which was
sprinkled twice daily for 7 days and then cured dry at room
temperature nearly all of the 21 remaining days before testing.
The samples were cured in a similar manner, 7 days wet and 21
days dry. i'igure 12 shows some of the sections ready to be
tested, while figure 13 shows some of the same sections after
testing.
Weight of the Floor
The weight of the beams in pounds per lineal foot and the
-24-
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Figure 10. Pouring Concrete Topping










Figure 13. Sections After Testing
-26-
weight of the floor in pounds per square foot are given in
table II.
Cost of the Floor
The average cost of the beams in the laboratory was fO.27
per lineal foot, and the average cost of the floor sections
reached fO.36 per square foot. It must be remembered that the
laboratory costs were much higher than actual construction
costs because:
1. Maxlimim wage scale was assumed to be $1.25 an hour for
the mason and #0.50 an hour for the helper.
2. Help was inefficient because several students were employ
ed, all being unfamiliar with the work.
3. Only half-span tile were used,
4. Sxtra time was required in prepeiring to take deformation
readings during testing.
From actual constructions in Des Moines, Omaha and
Lincoln, the average cost of the floor completely installed
ranged from #0,25 to #0,30 per square foot. The beams cost
#0.20 per lineal foot. This price included material, trans
portation, labor, overhead, all expenses incident to the in
stallation of the floor and a fair profit. The laboratory
costs derived from actueil records of labor and material in
each section were modified in proportion to the field construc
tion to obtain the cost per square foot quoted in table III,
-27-
These figures assume the material delivered anywhere In Iowa,
The costs can he considerably lower due to lower wages or local
advantages effective in different localities. This table assumes
that 5/8-inGh round deformed rods were used. In case of other
rods, the price per square foot of floor will have to be altered
corresponding to the figures given in the table below.
Table II
WEIGHT OF REINTORCSD TILS FLOOR
Weight of Pre-Cast Beams




: We if;ht: 192 ; 240 : 288 : 336 ;: 384 :: 432 :: 480 :
Vifeight per lineal foot = 24.0 pounds
Weight of Floor - Pounds Per Square Foot
Beam Spacing o.c. 16" : 20" 24" : 28"









1 1/2" 3*' 55.4 : 50.8 47.8 : 45.7
1 1/2" 4" 57.9 : 53.1 50.0 : 47.8
1 1/2" 5 ft 60.5 : 55.5 52.2 : 49.9
1 1/2" 6" 64.0 : 58.6 55.2 : 52.8
1 1/2" 8" 69.0 : 63.4 59.6 : 57.0
1/E" 4" 42.7 : 39.2 37.0 ; 35.3
1" 4" 50.2 : 46.1 43.4 : 41.5
2" 4" 65,4 : 60.0 56.5 : 54.0
-28-
Table III
COST ESTD-'IATE OF RSIKFORCED TILE FLOOR
Cost of Pre-Cast Beams
:LenKth: 8' : 10' : IS' : 14' : 16' : 18' : 20' :
:Cost :fl.60: 2.00 : 2.40: 2.80: 3.20: S'. 60: 4.00:
Cost per lineal foot = §0,20
Cost of Floor Per Square Foot
:Beain Spacing o.c. : 16^ 20" 24" 28"





: 1 1/2" 3" :i;0 >283 $0.265 ^^0.251 $0,244
: 1 1/2" 4" 0.290 0. 272 0.259 0.250
: 1 1/2" 5" 0.301 0. 283 0.270 0.260
: 1 1/2" 6" 0.326 0.306 0.291 0.280
: 1 1/2" 8" 0.362 0.339 0.323 0.310
: 1/2" 4" 0.262 0.244 0.231 0.222
: 1" 4" 0.276 0.258 0.245 0.236
; 2" 4" 0.304 0.286 0.273 0.264











:2-l/2"0 Fer Beam $0,045 $0.036:;$0.030::^0.026
:2-5/8"0 " " 0.070 0.056: 0.047: 0.040
:2.3/4"0 " " 0.101 0.081: 0.068: 0.058
:2-7/8"0 " " 0.138 0.110: 0.092: 0.079




Pigs of iron and lead were used to load the sections at
the third points. Each pig was weighed separately and the
amount painted on its side. The average weight of the iron
pigs was 48 pounds and the lead pigs 78 pounds.
Under the beam, at each point of support, a steel plate
1/4x4x8 inches was firmly embedded in plaster of paris to
insure a good bearing surface over which the reactions of the
supports would be distributed. On the load-bearing tile sup
ports was a similar steel plate. A steel,roller, 2 inches in
diameter, was placed between the two plates so that the sec
tions would be freely supported.
On top of the sections, at each third point, a similar
plate was embedded in plaster of paris as shown in figure 14.
On each of these plates was placed another steel roller sup
porting a load-bearing tile and an oak plank upon which the
weights were piled. Applying the load symmetrically at the
third points produced a constant bending moment in the middle
third of the span which was convenient for various measurements.
Taking Deflection and Deformation Readings
The deflection was read to the nearest 0,01 inch by means
of a steel scale attached to a mirror at the center of the
-30-
span (figure 14), A fine wire was stretched from the approxi
mate neutral axis of the sections at the supports and the ten
sion was maintained uniform hy a spring.
An 8-inch Berry strain gage instrument equipped with an
Ames dial reading to 0»0002 of an inch was used to measure the
elongation of the steel and the commpression of the concrete.
Steel buttons were set in the concrete on top at the center of
the section, and holes were drilled to fit the Berry instru
ment. Since the buttons were flush with the top of the section,
the readings gave the actual deformation of the outer fibers.
Steel deformation readings were taken in a similar fash
ion. Figure 11 shows the steel pegs, 1/2 inch round and 3/4
inch long, welded on the reinforcing rods, with No, 55 holes
drilled to fit the instrument. These pegs protruded nearly
to the lower surface of the beam in holes cut into the tile
before construction. Figure 14 illustrates the method of
taking the steel deformation readings.
Deflection and deformation readings were taken after each
loading increment of 4 pigs of iron or 2 pigs of lead equal to
approximately 180 povinds. Figure 15 Illustrates method of
loading.
-31-
Figure 14. Taking Steel Deformation Readings on
Section 5 with Load of 7067 Pounds
Figure 15. Loading Pigs of Iron on Section 5
Falling at 8412 Pounds
-32-
RESULTS OJ TESTS
Tables IV to IX give the tabulated results of tests.
These tables give the following data in the order named:
1. Total live load at the third points
2. Total live load in poxinds per square foot
3. Total live load bending moment in inch-pounds
4. Total deflection in inches at center of span
5. Total concrete strain in inches per inch
6. Total concrete stress in pounds per square inch
7. Total steel strain in inches per inch
8. Total steel stress in pounds per square inch
Colximns 1, 2 and 4 are self-explanatory. In column 3
the bending moment was computed by the formula M• ^
where M = bending moment
IT = total load at third poihts
and L = span in inches
The concrete and steel deformations were determined
from the readings on the Berry strain gage instrument. The
total, change in gage reading multiplied by 0.0002 gave the
total deformation in the instrument length of 8 inches and
when divided by 8 gave the unit strain found in columns 5
and 7 caused by the live load applied.
The stresses in the steel shown in column 8 were
-33-
determined by the simple foa^mula of multiplying unit strain by
the modulus of elasticity. Rather than merely assuming S as
29,000,000 pounds per square inch, actual tests were made on
sixteen steel rods taken from the ends of the floor sections,
These rods were tested for tensile strength in the Southwark
Emery testing machine at the Iowa -^lingineering Experiment Sta
tion, and deformation readings v/ere taken at increment load
ings of 1,000 pounds up to the elastic limit. The modulus of
elasticity, was computed for each rod tested by the formula:
E = unit stress
unit strain
The avergLge £ for the sixteen rods tested was 27,240,000
pounds per square inch, and this figure was used to determine
the steel stresses*
As concrete is not eui isotropic material and will not
conform to Hookes law of elasticity, the concrete stresses
were determined in a slightly different manner but on the same
principle. Usually the assumption is made that the modulus of
elasticity is constant up to the allowable working stress.
V/hen the working stress is exceeded, considerable error is
introduced if this assumption is continued. The slope of the
stress-strain curve, interpreted as the modulus of elasticity,
varies with the changing stresses.
Because of inherent difficulties, deformation readings
were not taken on the ten 4 1/2x9 inch concrete test cylinders,
The average crushing strength of these was 4,506 pounds per
-34-
square inch. During the past few years, the Iowa Highway Com
mission has made some extensive studies and tests on concrete
deformation. One of their specimens was almost identical with
the ten 4 1/2 x 9 inch specimens of these tests, and the condi
tions of curing and testing were also similar to those under
which the ten were tested and reported herein. Accordingly,
the modulus of elasticity calculated by the Iowa Highway Com
mission has been used in determining the data of column 7 in
the tables. The Iowa Highway Commission stress-strain curve
for its concrete specimens is shown in figure 16,
Live Load - Deflection Relationship
The floor sections were very rigid, especially in the
shorter spans, and safely carried loads several times the de
sign load. Figure 24 shows reading the deflection of 0.23
inches in the 8-foot span of section 4 under a live load of
12,192 pounds at the third points equivalent to 871 pounds
per square foot. The allowable deflection of 1/360 of the
span equals 0,267 inches. Up to this point the deflection
was quite uniform as is shown by the live load deflection
curve of figure 19. At 871 pounds per square foot, the de
flection showed a marked increase, and the loading was con
tinued to 13,728 pounds or 980 pounds per square foot as shown
in figure 25. To prevent the section from falling and the


































































































































































































TABLE IV. DATA FOR SECTIONS 4, 5 AND 6
•(M ttMl »•«/••# M*
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TABLE V. DATA FOR SECTIONS 7, 8, 9, 10 AND 11
•nnai *
•pm lO'-O' »t««l S-S/B* t
nia LMcth M* nx* D«ptt 4* eoMTvt* Te»»iBc i i/<*
Ut» Lsa4 Bmtdlnc BaflM-
1/9 >!•. //" IsMiit V UOB
OcaMMM H«*l
9tl«lB 9tr««a 9«i«ta 9traa*
0.01 o.oooooo 0 0.000090 1.381
0.03 O.OOOOOO 0 0.000079 t,048
0.06 0.000000 0 o.oooieo 4,088
0.10 0.000089 180 0.000188 6,107
0.14 0.000089 180 0.000879 7.491
0.19 O.OOOOBB 190 0.000976 10.816
0.89 0.000060 909 0.000480 18.860
O.W 0.000078 480 0.000600 13.980
0.38 0.000100 940 0.000998 14.840
0.41 0.000100 940 0.000643 16.380
0.47 0.000188 480 0.000800 19.340
0.63 0.000129 990 0.000919 19.980
0.98 0.000190 T?9 0.000879 19.990
0.84 0.000190 779 0.000798 80.090
0.70 0.000179 989 0.000798 81.460
0.78 0.000179 888 0.000890 83.190
O.BO 0.000900 1,009 0.000889 89,800
0.88 0.000800 1,009 0.000979 88.990
0.93 o.ooom 1,009 0.001043 88.940
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TABLE VI. DATA FOR SECTIONS 12, 13 AND 14
(pan i«<4* MmI
m* UBf« M« >Ua 9* OsaanU foppUC 1 l/V

















































































































































































e.908 17« 180.100 I.M 0.00190 4.87ft
Ut* I eaU •«03a( D»ri*»-
1/9 ni. t/" HCMBt nan
no 7 8,400 0.01
400 14 12.800 o.oc
890 21 19,000 0.09
708 28 29.180 0.04
909 90 91.000 0.08
1,189 42 97.800 0.00
1.908 40 43,900 0.07
1.6M 68 49,800 0.09
1.748 62 69,000 0.11
l.Ml 99 82,000 O.U
2,191 76 60.100 0.18
2.996 89 74,700 0.17
2,628 90 00.700 0.19
2.718 97 98,800 O.a
2,909 104 93.000 O.M
3,108 111 90.300 0.80
3,290 118 106.800 0.20
3,409 124 111.700 0.8D
9.60? 131 u7.8oa 0.99
3.002 190 129,000 0.90
4,0M 146 129,900 0.S9
4.244 163 198,000 O.a
4,441 169 142,900 0.4»
4,820 188 140,300 0.47
4,980 172 IM.OOO 0.80
6.0U 179 180.200 0.83
6.202 1*8 100.700 0.88
6.404 199 179.000 0.69
6,607 200 179,900 0.81
6.770 208 100.000 O.M
6.900 219 190.000 1.04
6.180 220 197,000 1.69
6,964 227 103,600 2.14
0,640 294 809.800 9.14
9EffIOI 14
8pMi ie'-0« St«*l ro4»
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TABLE VIII. DATA FOR SECTIONS 18 AND 19
Bpaa a«a«I e-T/B*# red*































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE IX. DATA FOR SECTIONS 20, 21 AND 22
•one* so
•pm MmI loA*
n. I in|Bi M* «V» «• OoliaMM 1«W1M !/•*
awnoi &
•paa H'-O*
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was stopped by supports in the center after deflection reached
satisfactory limits. In this way nearly all sections were re
moved as a whole.
Section 5 reached its allowable deflection of 0#40 inches
under the live load of 320 pounds per square foot and finally
failed at 364 pounds per square foot. Section 6, which was con
sidered the typical floor for residential use, reached the
allowable deflection of 0.533 Inches at 149 pounds per square
foot. This was equivalent to 3 3/4 times the design load of
40 pounds per square foot. Section 7 reached the allowable
deflection of 0.667 inches at 80 pounds per square foot.
Section 8 supported 40 pounds per square foot at the allowable
deflection of 0.80 inches. Loading was continued until the
24_foot section had a total deflection of 14 inches or 1/20
of the span. At that point there were no signs of compression
failure, and the steel continued to elongate until the section
reached the ground as shown in figure 13. The large differ
ence in deflection of group B was caused by the large differ
ence in total dead load of the sections. All sections in
group B failed at approximately the same dead plus live load
bending moment as is shown in table X. From this standpoint,
failure was very uniform and the total dead plus live load was
almost exactly Inversely proportional to the span.
In most of the sections, deflection was not reached until
several times the design load was applied, as is shown in the
-43-
live load - deflection curves of figures 19 to 23. Every sec
tion except one failed in the elongation of the steel, iJ'or this
reason the strength of the floor was almost directly proportional
to the area of the steel or the effective lever arm jd of the
resisting moment. In general, the curves turned off slightly
up to 50 pounds per square foot. Above 50 the curves had a
tendency to approach a straight line, but really acted similar
to stress-strain curves for concrete. At the point of failure
they gradually turned off in a smooth rounded fashion. "Varying
the thickness of concrete topping in group F had no great in
fluence on the strength of the floor, and the extra thickness
does not seem to justify its added cost,
Figure 17 shows section 14 failing under 7,297 pounds,
and figure 18 shows section 18 safely supporting 10,280 pounds.
Table X gives the summarized results of floor loads and
deflections of the various sections at the point of failure.
By failure is meant the point where the deflection increase
per loading increment was decidedly greater than the deflec
tion increase produced by similar past loading increments.
The table shows the deflection at the load previous to the one
causing the section tofiall. The first load causing the sec
tion to increase its acceleration of deflection was considered
as the ultimate load at the third points. This was changed
into the equivalent uniform live load by multiplying by
4/3, derived from the ration of the two bending moment
-44-
Figure 17. Section 14 Falling In
Tension at 7297 Pounds
r
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formulae M - WL for third point loading and M • V^i uniform
6" * 8
loading. By assuming a factor of safety of "4", the designed
live load per sq.uare foot was computed from the ultimate live
load per square foot. The deflection reading at the designed
load was in most cases only 1/4 or 1/5 of the allowable, con
sidered at 1/360 of the span. The deflection under the maximum
load was approximately 1 1/2 times the allowable, assuring
ample rigidity.
Live Load - Concrete Deformation Relationship
5'igures 26 to 30 give the live load - concrete deformation
relationship of the various sections tested. In nearly all
cases, the deformation curve had a tendency to follow a
straight line. In a few instances a reverse curve started
near the half way mark to failure. The curve for section 9
was slightly higher than 10, 11 and 6, due perhaps to the fact
that the span tile were not de-aired. The only section vdiich
failed to follow its theoretical path was 18.. Ho reason for its
action is given unless the readings may not have been taken
accurately, although the instrument was checked with the
standard bar several times during each testing.
Some points, as shown in figure 31 of section 19, did not
feill on the curve although later points show that they had a
tendency to follow such a path. The stress of the concrete
-52-
<s
FlKure 24. Reading 0.23 Inch Deflection on
Section 4 Safely Carrying 12,192 Pounds
uAreBi*.»
Figure 25. Section 4 Falling Under Load of
13,728 Pounds » 980 Pounds Per Square Foot
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in 1,000 pounds per square inch is given at the top of the
graphs corresponding to the unit deformation. This stress was
read from the stress-strain curve of figure 16 obtained from
the Iowa Highway Commission, The concrete was greatly under
stressed in all cases, for in only a few observations did It
exceed 2,000 pounds per square inch and was capable of taking
over 4,000. Not a single section in this series failed in
compression even though the neutral axis was moved up consid
erably in large deflections. It was the purpose of section
19 to fall in compression, but instead the large rods were
merely pulled in the concrete surrounding them before the
elastic limit was reached.
Live Load - Steel Deformation Helationship
The failure of every section tested, except one, was
caused by the elongation of the steel rods. The steel allowed
the beam to deflect slowly and at the ultimate load slowly
elongated. In only one instance did the section collapse
suddenly. The steel deformed in more or less uniform incre
ments, as the curves shown in figures 35 to 39 tend to become
straight lines. In only a few instances did the curve change
from a straight line until the elastic limit was reached,
at which point it was considered unsafe to take further read
ings at the bottom of the beam. Some points do not fall ex
actly on the curves which were drawn to represent the
-59-
average points in a general "behavior and definitely indicated
such a path.
The middle third of the span of every section showed sev
eral cracks in the beam as illustrated in figure 33. Not only
did the joints open, but the beam tile showed hair line cracks
gradually widening as the load increased. In cases of excessive
deflection the span tile cracked also, while the joints readily
showed the upward movement of the neutral axis, i'igure 34
shows one of the earlier sections with the crack wide enough
to expose the steel rods and enough deflection to move the
neutral axis high enough to cause the concrete to crumble.
Section 19 was the only section to fail in bond. The de
flection, concrete and steel deformations increased uniformly
until the applied live load reached 12,S04 pounds, when, sud
denly, the entire section and load dropped to the floor as
Shown in figure 31. It is qnite evident in figure 32 that the
steel bars pulled in the concrete. The 1-inch round rod was
too large for the channel in the beam tile and did not allow
sufficient concrete to insure good bond. From samples taken
cracks were so noticeable that the wedge action of the pull
ing deformed bar forced the channels of the beam to open and




Figure 31. Section 19 Bond Failure at
12,204 Pounds
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Test In Des Moines
An interesting test of an actual floor was made in Des
Moines during the time of the research. The floor in a Des
Moines residence was tested at the request of the contractor
and under the close supervision of the city building inspector.
The test req^uirements of the Des Moines Building Code were that
the floor should not deflect more than 1/360 of the span under
twice the designed live load.
The floor of a 12-foot span consisted of "beams, with
2-5/8 inch rods, placed 16 inches on center using the 12-inch
filler tile and 1 1/2 inches of conrete topping. An area 9
feet wide, covering six beams, was uniformly loaded to the
design load of 40 pounds per square foot with sacks of cement.
An Ames deflection gage, which read to 0,001 of an inch, was
securely set up and braced under one of the middle beams at
the center of the span. The deflection under the 40-pound
loading was 0.009 of an inch. Another 40 pounds per square
foot were added to produce twice the designed live load, but
the deflection was only 0.018 inches. After a 24-hour period,
the deflection dropped to 0.025 inches. Part of this addition
al increase cem be based upon the fact that the floor was only
8 days old instead of the usual 28 days allowed for testing.
The allowable deflection was 0.400 inches.
-68-
Test in Lincoln
A somewhat similar test was conducted in Lincoln, Nebr.
Ttie procedure in building the test section of three beams 16
feet long was as follows: The beam tile with the_upper half
buttered were placed end to end on a plank. The 5/8-inch
round deformed intermediate grade reinforcing bars were placed
in the channels which were filled with concrete. Th.e beejos
were sprinkled daily for 3 days, and at 5 days were carried
to and set on the wall sections with a 4-inch bearing. After
the beams were placed, a bed joint v;as carried edong the top
of the channel eind the 4 i 12 x 24 inch span tile set with
the following mortar:
1 part Portland cement
3 parts clean sand
1/3 part plasticizer
One and one-half inch of concrete of the following mix
was placed over the entire floor:
1 part Portland cement
4 parts pit run sand and gravel
The section was sprinkled for 5 days and tested at the age of
14 days. The loading consisted of 100-pound sacks of sand
distributed uniformly. Deflection was read at loading incre

















This floor was designed for 50 pounds per square foot and
supported nearly six times the required live load. The allow
able deflection of 1/360 of the span or 0.533 of an inch was
not reached until 192 pounds per square foot or nearly four
times the design load was applied. The failure under 293
pounds per square foot was caused by the elongation of the
steel rods.
Testing for Elasticity
The floor is not only very strong but also very elastic.
A section 16 feet long with 24-inch filler tile of 4-inch
depth, two 5/8-inch round rods and a 1 1/2 inch concrete top
ping was tested for the properties of elasticity or resilience.
The section was loaded three times to a load equivalent to 80
pounds per square foot or twice the assumed design load of 40
pounds per square foot used in residential design. The sec
tion was then loaded to three times the design load or 120
pounds per square foot, and the next time to 164 pounds per
-70-
square foot or four times tiie design load. After each loading
and unloading) a 5-minute rest period vrais eQ.lowed for follow-
up in case there should be such. Table XI gives the data for
section 25.
The first loading produced a deflection of 0.25 of an
inch or less than one-half of the allowable of 0.533, assuming
1/360 of the span. 7/hen all but 200 pounds (7 pounds per
square foot) was removed, the section took a set of 0.07 Inches.
The deflection coincided identically with the first at both 7
and 80 pounds per square foot during the next three loadings
and unloadings, as shown in figure 40. Each succeeding curve
had more of a tendency to approach a straight line than the
one before it. At 120 pounds per square foot the deflection
read 0,42 inches after taking a drop of 0.02 inches during the
5-minute period. ^Vhen unloaded the deflection set was 0.04
inches more than before, or a total of 0,11 inches, nvtiich is
still a very small amount in a 16-foot span.
The allowable deflection was reached at 143 pounds per
square foot, but loading was continued up to 164, at which
point the section deflected 0.01 inches dxiring the 5-minute.
period for a total of 0.65 inches. When unloaded the deflec
tion read 0.14 inches and failed to recover any more during
the next 24 hours.
The sixth loading was primarily to determine the effect
of time on the loaded section. -Eighty pounds per square foot
-71-
TABLE Xt. data FOR GROUP G SECTION 23
nu UMftb S4'
Uv« LmA IWiriUng S»rLM» n««l














































































































































































































































































































































































































S.fOO U4 104,000 0.40
9.009 109 p7.oeo 0,41
?.0tf7 Vtt 91.000 0.40
0.4W 06 Oft,600 0.40
«.«6B 44 74,400 0.47
o.ge9 40 79.000 0.94
0.100 74 47.009 0.49
1.010 04 Ol.SOO e.91
1,780 61 84.000 0.90
1.09 44 40,000 0,69
t,:t44 44 U.7Q0 0.09
1.164 41 99,000 0.04
444 44 90.000 0.0<
774 04 £4.400 0.0
B44 tl 16.600 0.10
990 14 18,000 0.14
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DErLECTlON (Inches)
Figure 40. Live Load - Deflection Curve
(Qroi^ 0)
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produced an increased deflection of 0.01 inches while at 124
pounds per square foot the deflection increased 0.03 inches
during the same length of time. The load of 163 pounds per
square foot remained on tdle section for several days. The first
24-hour period produced 0,03 inches deflection, the second day
0.02 inch, and each day's deflection thereafter for 10 days in
creased 0.01 inches. The next 10 days the daily increase av
eraged 0.005 inches.
The concrete deformation shoiivn in figure 41 behaved in a
manner similar to the deflection. In nearly every case the
live load - deformation curve was a straight line with a lag
following the loadings and unloadings. After the 5-minute
period, the deformation had a tendency to assume its original
position a^ter the first loading and at similar loads reached
the same points.
The steel deformation shov/n in figure 42 had a gradual
tendency to increase with the niimber of loadings. At each
successive loading the live load - deformation curve moved
to the right, and in only two cases did it come back to the
same point when unloaded. The steel deformation curves are,
as a rule, straight and did not deviate from this coiirse dur
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Two basic assvunptions in the theory of flexure are:
1. That the deformations of the fibres of the entire
effective cross section under stress vary directly as the
distance from the neutral axis.
2. That for either material, steel or concrete, unit
stress is proportional to deformation.
It is commonly known that in the case of concrete, stress
is not directly proportional to deformation; but it has be
come common practice to so regard it in reinforced concrete
design, or, in other words, to assume "straight line" varia
tion.
These two assxmptions were adopted in the ceaculation of
the extreme fibre stresses of the sections tested.
Table HI gives the comparative results of observed and
ce0.culated stresses produced by the maximum live load the
section safely supported.
To compute the extreme fibre stresses regular reinforced,
concrete T-beam formulae were applied. The calculated steel
stresses were as a rule slightly higher than the observed.
However, the checks were very close throughout, especially
when consideration is made that only one section of each kind
was tested. The observed stresses were slightly lower because
the concrete in the beams, eind mortar between the tile,





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The observed stresses in the concrete were much higher
than the calculated. It seems as though the formulae do not
apply directly to these. This is not serious because in all
cases it was the steel that produced the failure, perhaps
the observed concrete stresses were higher because the de
formation readings were taken over a joint which might have
allowed greater compressive deformation.
Using the transformed section method, it was discovered
that the neutral axis fell below the compressive flange. The
compression eirea was assumed to be the distance center to
center of supporting beams and consisting of the full layer
of concrete and the upper l/2-inch of span tile.
Using:
N, the ratio of the modulus of elasticity of steel
and concrete as determined from tests to be 10,
d, the effective depth from the top of the concrete
layer to the center of the steel,
kd, the distance from the top to the neutral axis,
and t, the depth of the compression flange, k was
determined.
To obtain the value of j, the ratio of the lever arm of
the couple which forms the resisting moment of the beam, to
the effective depth, I, the following formulae were used:
-79-
jd = d - z
z = 5kd - 3t . t
2kd - t 3
"wiiere z is simply an expression for the location of the center
of gravity of the trapezoidal compression area.
The following formulae are simply the valuation of the
couple, total compression times lever arm, and that of the
same couple expressed in terms of the unit stress in steel:
M • fc (1 - t ) htjd
Skd
M » AsfsJ^
where fo • extreme unit fibre stress in concrete
fg = extreme unit fibre stress in steel
and As = area of steel
The bending moment in table XII is that produced by the
live load at a point where the last deformation reading was
taken. This was usually the last load the section safely
supported.
Application to Design
From the basis of the tests made, table IIII was devised.
This table gives the q.uantity of variables suggested in the
design of floors to withstand the designed live loads of 40,
50, 75 and 100 pounds per square foot.
-80-
Table XIII
RECOmmiDED REQUIRmCENTS FOR DESIGN LOADS
Factor of Safety • 4
Reinforcing, Span Tile Depth and Beam Spacing


































































































































*One and one-half inch concrete topping
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CONCLUSIONS
1. With one exception, all failures of the typical floor
sections were caused by the yielding of the steel.
2. The compression area of the section was stronger than
the tension even though only one-half inch of concrete topping
was used,
3. There were no shear, compression or "bond failures in
the testing except in the section using the large one-inch
round rods.
4. Seven-eighth inch is the maximum diameter reinforcing
rod the beam will accommodate,
5. The 24-inch filler tile can be used in all cases ex
cept for heavy loads or spans longer than 16 feet,
6. The 4-inch filler tile is the most convenient to
insure good anchorage and not use an excessive amount of
concrete.
7. The cost per square foot of the reinforced tile floor
increases materially if span are greater than 16 feet.
8. The floor is capable of supporting loads many times
the load assumed in residential design.
9. The deflection at the design load, of spans under 20
feet is much less than the allowable of 1/360 of the span.
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10. Even though the floor be loaded to several times the
design load, it still possesses the property of resilience.
11, Straight-line deformation can be assumed of the steel
and concrete when stressed by a load no greater than the design
load,
1£. As steel is the controlling material of the floor,
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